Gray Iron Castings by:

East Jordan Iron Works – Ardmore, OK (P/S m00504) and East Jordan, MI (P/S m00503)

The photo below shows identification and logo they put on their castings:

![Identification and logo on casting](image1)

The photo below shows lettering, identification, and logo they put on their castings:

![Lettering and logo on casting](image2)
The photo below shows lettering and logo they put on their castings:
Gray Iron Castings by:

Deeter Foundry – Lincoln, NE (P/S m00502)

The photo below shows name lettering they put on their castings:

![Deeter Foundry Inc logo](image1.png)

The photo below shows "DFI" logo lettering they use as well:

![DFI logo](image2.png)
Gray Iron Castings by:

Neenah Foundry – Neenah, WI (P/S m00340)

The photo below shows name lettering they put on their castings:

The photo below shows “NF” logo lettering they use as well: